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1. Abstract
Game Protocol was conceived and developed by the GamyTech team.

Established in 2014, GamyTech offers a revolutionary approach to video games. 
GamyTech has developed over seven successful mobile games with millions of 
downloads in both Apple’s App Store and Google play store. With a focus on 
real-money skill-based games, this experience has given the GamyTech staff 
a unique perspective on the video game industry and its issues. Using their 
knowledge and massive community, GamyTech is developing an entire decen-
tralized economy for the gaming industry.

Game Protocol’s four pillar-based gaming economy will solve many of the key 
issues developers and players encounter:

1) GameStarter
Game Protocol solves fundraising problems that most game developers face 
by providing a reward-based crowdfunding platform called GameStarter. 
This unique fundraising platform will accept contributions in the form of Game 
Protocol Tokens.

2) Coworking Community
By cultivating a lively online community of developers and gamers, Game Pro-
tocol’s coworking community assists with the development of future games. 
In this community, if a developer needs assistance, they can contract another 
developer for freelance work in exchange for Game Protocol Tokens.



3) Decentralized Game Store 
By decentralizing a game store, Game Protocol avoids the biases all central-
ized stores have and offer a level playing field regardless of the developer’s 
reputation, budget, or seniority. In a decentralized game store, all that truly 
matters is the game’s quality. 

4) Developers Tools
Game Protocol allows game developers to use its unique development tools. 
This includes a random number generator, wagering options for games, a Unity 
3D-based wallet plugin, and various other tools.

These four pillars form the core of the Game Protocol economy and guarantee 
the spread and distribution of wealth that will return to video game industry.

Game Protocol plans on building an economy around the gaming industry by 
offering innovative solutions to deep-rooted issues in the world of video games 
using decentralization, tokenization, and blockchain technologies. The Game 
Protocol platform offers greater transparency and gives power back to the 
players and developers.



2. The Game Market
The global gaming industry expands across multiple sectors and platforms. 
Most analysts split it up into three categories: PC, Console, and Mobile. It is 
estimated that 2.2 billion players worldwide participate in these three gaming 
mediums. Newzoo, a prominent gaming analyst, estimates the 2017 global 
games market to be valued at $108.9 billion, representing an increase of 
7.8% or $7.8 billion from the year before. Of this, PC games account for more 
than a fifth of the market, representing a $29.4 billion share.
 
62% of the global gaming population uses a PC. Of the $29.4 billion of global 
PC gaming sales, the most popular gaming genre, around 37% of the market, 
is turn-based strategy and arcade gaming. 

With the global gaming market increasing at an average rate of about 5%  
a year, scams and hacking attacks are becoming more and more prevalent.
 



Within the gaming market, PCs are the most frequently hacked device. Despite 
these attacks, PCs are the preferred gaming platform for frequent gamers, 
making up 56% of the gaming population. 

The ESA defines a frequent gamer as playing at least three hours a week. 
Evidently, even the gaming industry’s most experienced users are not pro-
tected from attacks. 

These gamers are at risk of both external and internal fraud. External fraud 
happens as the result of outside hackers, while internal fraud comes from the 
program owners themselves. 

As gamers are at an increased risk of scams and hacking as the global mar-
ket expands, a decentralized, transparent, and trusted solution is necessary 
to protect the growing population of gamers.



3. What is Game Protocol
Game Protocol (GP) is a decentralized gaming economy. Using blockchain tech-
nology, Game Protocol aims to become the one-stop-shop of gaming.

3.3 The Decentralized Game Store
Game Protocol offers a multitude of games for purchase 
via GPTs.

3.4 Developer Tools
Game developers have access to multiple development 
tools such as a blockchain random number generator and 
a Unity 3D wallet plugin.

3.1 GameStarter
Game developers can raise funds for their project via our re-
ward-based crowdfunding platform GameStarter. Fundraising 
will be accepted in the form of Game Protocol Tokens (GPTs).

3.2 Coworking Community
Game Protocol provides a lively community and forum ded-
icated to games and developing projects. If a developer 
needs assistance with a project, he can contract another 
developer via the community and collaborate in exchange 
for GPTs.



3.1 GameStarter
GameStarter is a one-stop crowdfunding platform for new game projects. 
It allows game producers to issue new game-specific tokens to fund their 
projects. By crowdfunding games on GameStarter, producers can fully cre-
ate their game in their vision, without bending to the whims of publishers or 
dealing with the bureaucracy that exists in a fiat based crowdfunding venture.

Supporters of a GameStarter campaign exchange GPTs for new game-specific 
tokens issued by the producer of the game. The utility of these new tokens is 
completely at its issuers’ discretion: they can provide, for example, in-game 
special features, full access to the new game, a percentage of the future profit, 
etc. To be qualified for fundraising, a producer must first provide GameStarter 
a proper identification, a whitepaper to explain his/her new project, a proof-of-
concept demo, and other supporting material he/she deems necessary.  

After this initial setup, starting a campaign is straightforward:  all that the pro-
ducer needs to do is to fill in an online form to specify a few properties of the 
new token (e.g. name of the token, amount to issue, size of the liquidity pool, 
etc.), and GameStarter will create a smart contract for the token according to 
the specification, and then publishes the contract to the blockchain. 

After that, anyone all over the world interested in supporting the project can 
purchase the new token using GPT. 

Every new game-specific token issued on the GameStarter platform has a 
liquidity reserve pool. This pool offers shared liquidity to the community for 
the new token. Anyone can buy/sell the new token from/to the pool.  The 
exchange rate is dynamically determined by supply and demand using the 
Bancor formula.

GameStarter applies a 5% fee on the total amount raised. As a fundraising 
platform, GameStarter claims no ownership of projects funded, all IPs of a 
game are owned by its producer. 



3.2 Coworking Community
The coworking community provides two vital services to the GP economy: 
1) a talent market to quickly match projects with skills, 
2) a forum for developers to share their knowledge to accelerate game 
    development.

3.2.1 Talent Market
After a successful fundraising campaign, a producer posts a call-for-tender 
notification to the community with a job description to seek for specific tal-
ents. Developers/artists that are interested in the project can submit their 
intentions to the producer. Those who bid for the project should maintain a 
profile in the community so that producers can view and evaluate their com-
petency. A profile typically contains information about the person’s qualifica-
tion, experience, reviews from previous projects, as well as their contributions 
to the developers’ forum (see the next section).

Developers are paid by GPTs and game-specific tokens of the projects they 
participate. The details of the payment terms and conditions are negotiated 
between the producers and the developers. Once an agreement is reached, 
an escrow smart contract will be set up for the parties. The producer will fund 
the escrow contract, and the developer will automatically receive payments 
from the contract according to the terms they agreed upon. A few advantag-
es of this automatic payment scheme include: 1) better-aligning developers’ 
incentive with that of the producers, 2) promoting better quality control, and 
3) significantly reducing the admin cost. 

Market Landscape

The global gaming industry expands across multiple sectors and platforms. 
Most analysts split it up in three
categories: PC, Console, and Mobile. It is estimated that 2.2 billion gamers 
worldwide participate in these three
gaming mediums. Newzoo, a prominent gaming analyst, estimates the 2017 
global games market to be valued at
$108.9 billion, representing an increase of 7.8% or $7.8 billion from the year 
before. Of this, PC games account for
more than a fifth of the market, representing a $29.4 billion share



In case of dispute, a group of judges will be found with the help of community 
members to resolve the case. The judges will receive a certain percentage
of the transaction for their service. 

3.2.2 Developers’ Forum
Another service provided by the coworking community is a developers’ forum 
that enables game developers/artists to share ideas and help each other. 
This collaboration leads to a faster development cycle and less cost. 

Developers can share and post their finished code as well as code in progress 
for others to review. Developers can utilize the community to track down trou-
blesome bugs. The code can be posted to the forum allowing the community 
to help contribute to resolving issues. This helps developers to quickly deliv-
er products, saving them vital development time. A micropayment (tipping) 
mechanism is integrated into the forum to encourage developers to collabo-
rate. To lower transaction cost, micropayment transactions are not executed 
on the blockchain immediately; instead, they are accumulated into batches 
and then executed until the batch size reaches a certain threshold. 

What this means to tips receivers is that they will have to wait for their accu-
mulated tips to reach a certain amount before they can cash it. This off-chain 
transaction batching technique makes it possible to tip small contributions to 
freelance developers. With more and more people using the platform, these 
small micropayments can add up, and developers will have an added reve-
nue stream for their job simply from helping fellow developers.

Tipping distribution and reception will be part of a developer’s talent market 
profile. This allows developers to build their reputation and provides more 
trust and transparency for producers to better familiarize with the developers.

  

Market Landscape

The global gaming industry expands across multiple sectors and platforms. 
Most analysts split it up in three
categories: PC, Console, and Mobile. It is estimated that 2.2 billion gamers 
worldwide participate in these three
gaming mediums. Newzoo, a prominent gaming analyst, estimates the 2017 
global games market to be valued at
$108.9 billion, representing an increase of 7.8% or $7.8 billion from the year 
before. Of this, PC games account for
more than a fifth of the market, representing a $29.4 billion share



3.3 Decentralized Game Store
GP provides a decentralized game store that avoids common biases towards 
large mainstream developers, which are prevalent in many other stores.
The game store consists of three parts: the actual games, metadata about the 
games, and a front-end. Meta game data are stored in the Ethereum blockchain. 

Everyone in the world can access and search for games using the meta data. 
This provides a transparent and leveled playfield for games to compete for 
players. The actual games are stored off the blockchain in servers pointed by 
the metadata stored on the blockchain. The front-end integrates the on-chain 
and off-chain data to provide an easy-to-use GUI to end gamers.
  
By creating a decentralized gaming store, indie developers have an equal op-
portunity in getting exposure to their games. A decentralized gaming store 
offers true fairness for indie developers and lets the best games be displayed.
To avoid false reviews and rankings, only validated players who spent tokens 
(GPT or game-specific token) in the game can submit reviews and vote. Order 
in which games are displayed in the front-end is based on their ranking out of 
5-stars. Players may vote only once per game.



3.4 Developers Tools
The developers tools contain a set of utilities for the developers to 
incorporate special features into games. The following tools are provided:

Details of these tools can be found in Appendix A.

3.4.1 Crypto-Wallet for Game Engines
This wallet holds Ether, GPT, and other game- 
specific tokens. A gamer can manage all his/her 
tokens using this wallet. It also enables gamers to 
collect rewards and to spend tokens in games.

3.4.3 Random Number Generator
Many games have some random elements. This 
tool offers a random number generator that can 
be checked and verified on the blockchain. 
This guarantees fairness and that no tampering 
could have taken place.

3.4.2 Wagering Smart Contract
Developers can allow players to wager GPT on 
certain games. All wagering funds are secured 
by a smart contract and all games are provably 
fair via blockchain technology. 



5. The Team
Our team is comprised of specialists with years of experience in software devel-
opment, gaming, and finance. With industry experts from an array of different 
fields, we have been able to create a product that is not only technologically 
sound but financially stable as well. 

Our team has over two years of experience working together in developing and 
growing GamyTech, an Israeli-based startup leading the peer-to-peer social 
gaming industry.  Started in 2014, GamyTech has issued over a dozen games 
with millions of downloads, and its players worldwide have won close to $20 mil-
lion in wagers thanks to our committed and trustworthy team.
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Tal Ron is a highly experienced gaming attorney focused on providing 
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6. Game Protocol: A Gaming Economy 
Game Protocol is a gaming economy built on blockchain and smart contract 
technology.

People with different skills and resources in the GP economy come together 
to create and experience games. They collaborate to grow the economy and 
benefit financially from the growth.

GP is a free-market economy. It has its own currency called Game Protocol 
Token issued on Ethereum blockchain. People exchange GPTs for the ser-
vices/resources provided by others in their own mutually agreed terms. 

This market exchange mechanism brings game producers, developers, and 
gamers together to form a vibrant community where everyone’s skills and 
resources are best utilized for their own benefit.

Game producers crowdfund their projects to create new games. They do this 
by issuing new game-specific tokens to the GP community. 

Anyone who wants to support a project can purchase the new tokens issued 
for that project using GP’s native currency GPT.



If the fundraising campaign succeeds, a producer may need to find devel-
opers/artists with proper skills to create the new game unless he/she has 
already assembled a whole development team. In either case, the two par-
ties, producers, and developers, need to reach an agreement in terms of 
deliverables and payments. 

The completed game will be published to a decentralized game store. 
Players can download and experience the new game and share their com-
ments/reviews.

This end-to-end new game development cycle, from fundraising, implementa-
tion to marketing, is supported by four pieces of infrastructures GP provides. 

They are GameStarter, a coworking community, a blockchain-based decen-
tralized game store, and a set of game developers tools.  



7. The Token Offering
7.1. Token Distribution

Only 150,000,000 GPT will be created.

There will be no dilution and no further token production. 70% will be 
distributed to the public. 30% will be retained by the company.

Game Protocol is an Ethereum based token using ERC20 Ethereum 
smart-contract standard.

Function: To invest in decentralized games, buy in-game accessories, 
and participate in eSport competitions.
 
Tradable and Transferable: GPT are tradable on a secondary market, 
exchangeable on site.

 



7.2. Fund Allocation 

The structure of proceeds utilization is designed to ensure the platform’s profit-
ability in the long run with minimal operational risks. Game Protocol is commit-
ted to implementing its strategy in the best interest of GPT holders.
 

25% of proceeds will go towards research and development

25% will go towards marketing costs

10% will go to legal issues and consult

40% will be the liquidity pool



Roadmap

                                         Q2 2018   

a. Launch GameStater
b. Talent market and 
    escrow account payment
c. Decentralized game store

Q1 2018
 
a. Smart contracts for new   
    game-specific tokens
b. Bancor-like reserve pool
c. Development tools

Q3 2018

a. Developers’ forum and 
    micropayment
b. Improve Development tools
 



Appendix A: 
Details of Developers Tools

Crypto-Wallet for Game Engines

Game Protocol provides crypto-wallet plugins for the most widely used game 
engines starting with Unity3D and the Unreal engine. The wallet has the fol-
lowing functionalities: creating, exporting, importing, removing (not destroy-
ing) a wallet account, the ability to have multiple wallet accounts, requesting 
Ether and tokens amounts, and lastly transferring Ether and tokens between 
two wallet addresses. Since the wallet is integrated with game engines, it en-
ables players to spend tokens in the game to purchase special features and 
to collect tokens as rewards in the game.

Wagering Smart Contract

GP’s platform allows wagering on multiplayer games, should the develop-
er incorporate it. To successfully place a wager, the bet limit of the player 
should be considered by the game server. The bet limit is generally the 
balance of the player’s wallet or the player’s manual limits. Once a player’s 
bet limit is determined, the player then needs to clarify the betting amount, 
which activates a search algorithm for an opponent with a similar betting 
amount. When both players are matched, the game server will start the 
game. During the game, the betting funds of both players are held in a se-
cure escrow smart contract until the winner is declared by the game server. 
The escrow contract will automatically payout to the winner at the end of the 
match, leaving no possibility for corruption or third-party tampering of any 
kind. The players only pay a fixed fee for the match, as all gas consumption 
of the smart contract is paid by the operator.



Random Number Generator

One concern many game players have is the fairness of the random elements 
(e.g. dice) in the game. Especially if they lose, they tend to believe that there 
is dice manipulation that hurts their position in the game. To address this 
concern, we have constructed three random number generators (RNGs) that 
provide increasing degree of verifiability of the fairness of the random num-
bers they generate.

• RNG0 is the default generator running in our central game server. Players 
   who uses this generator trusts the fairness of our central game server.

• RNG1 uses a seed that is determined by the inputs of all players so that 
   it is impossible for any players to manipulate RNG1 to their advantage. 
   This is achieved via the following procedure:

· Each player generates a private number pi and sends  
  it to the central server.

· After receiving pi from all players, the central server sums
  up all pi’s together to get a number p.   

·  The central server calculates the hash of p as hp=SHA3(p).

· The central server calculates the hash of hp as  
  hhp=SHA3(hp) and uploads hhp to the blockchain  
  so everyone can read it.

· The central server used hp as the seed and generates  
  random numbers for the game play.

· After the game is over, private numbers pi’s 
  are published to the blockchain.



Note that the central server only publishes pi’s after the game is over so that 
no player knows the seed during game play. This prevents anyone from sim-
ulating the game beforehand.

•  RNG1 assumes that all players trust the central server as an independent 
    third party. If that is not true, for example, if player A in a two-person game 
    believes that the central server is colluding with the other player B to   
    manipulate the random seed, we need a slightly more involving 
    procedure RNG2:

· Each player generates a private number pi, calculates 
  the hash of pi as hpi=SHA3(pi) and publish hpi to the 
  blockchain.

· Each player checks the blockchain. A player sends the 
  central server his private number pi only after he has 
  collected the hashes of all the other players.   

· From this point on, RNG2 is the same as RGN1.

The extra steps in RNG2 guarantees that it is impossible for player B to  
generate a private number pb after observing player A’s private number pa 
by colluding with the central server.
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